Holy Week and Easter
Palm Sunday 10 April
We gather outside the church hall at 10.00 am (or inside if cold/
wet) with a real donkey as we remember the events of Jesus’
entry into Jerusalem; we walk to church for the usual Holy
Communion service (activities for children will be provided
during this service; No separate Families Service during the
school holidays).
Monday 11 April - 7 .00 pm Holy Week concert with Glasshouse
Choir (no charge); appropriate music with bible readings
Tuesday 12 April - 7.00 pm Stations of the Cross
Wednesday 13 April - 10.00 am Holy Communion
Maundy Thursday 14 April
6.30 pm Meal, Holy Communion and foot washing in the church
hall
8.00 pm Stripping of the Altar; watching and waiting in church
Good Friday 15 April
10.00 am Family Service with crafts and songs
2.00 pm Meditation at the Cross (and communion from
consecrated elements from Maundy Thursday)
Easter Sunday 17 April
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8.00 am BCP Holy Communion - using the Book of Common
Prayer
10.00 am Holy Communion with candles (actives for children will
be provided during this service; no separate Families
Service during school holidays).

While it’s still Lent
It’s often difficult to select a Lent book
that works so I’ve been turning to
books from earlier years that are
worth a revisit. John Henson is a
Baptist minister from Wales, known
for his role in translating the Bible into
everyday English (sometimes hitting
the nail on the head, sometimes
forced and clumsy) and for books like
“The Bad Acts of the Apostles” and
“The Other Temptations of Christ”.
These prayers for modern times are
from the latter.

imagination and invention, sensitivity
and daring. Help us to realise that only
when the Good News becomes good
news for the whole universe will it
become good news for us.
Amen

factory. They can only be learned in
contact with people.

May we have the confidence of
knowing that the sum total of our
work with you will be your New World
So help us to be like you. Help us to
whatever setbacks there may be on
get it right more often and wrong less
the way. And give us peace in knowing
often. You tell us to be wise as snakes
that we are always and forever loved.
and harmless as pigeons. Save us from
Amen
 
thinking we are experts after we have
Jesus, we would so like you to supply got it right a few times. Save us from
us with a set of guidelines so we could being discouraged when we have got
it wrong. Inspire us to have another
always do the right thing. We would
go.
like to know when to speak up and
went to keep quiet. We would like to
know when to be tactful and when to
 
Angel unawares
speak the uncomfortable truth. We
would like to know when we should
Friend Jesus, help us to know your
If an angel appeared on the
or looking tired, or lonely,
get involved and when we should
companionship as we try to spread
doorstep with white robe,
or even just seeming to be
your Good News. We want to use your mind our own business.
feathered wings
insignificant, or uninteresting –
methods and share your motives. We
and
shining
gold
halo,
what then?
You call some of us to be politically
don't want to do anything for show.
the chances are we might be so
active while others feel they are not
Would the welcome be as warm,
We are not out to get a buzz. We must
intrigued, or impressed,
so called. Have we got it right in our
or open, or generous,
be careful not to rob people of their
own particular case? Are we too timid or unbelieving,
or even curious?
freedom.
that we would welcome this vision
or too outspoken?
and offer hospitality
Or would caution overwhelm
You are not going to give us the
Save us from narrowmindedness
to
give
ourselves
the
chance
conscience; self-interest lead to
which turns the Good News into good answers to our questions. Accepting
to
judge
the
authenticity
indifference; personal priorities take
you as Leader means learning to do it
news for some and not for others.
of
the
appearance.
preference and cause us to miss the
your way. Playing it by ear, testing the
As we create your new community of ground trial and error.
But an angel in overalls,
chance of entertaining that elusive
love, we aim to do so without walls
or looking down-at-heel,
angel unawares?
Sensitivity to what is needed in the
and without barriers. Show us how
or appearing to be in need of help,
false we are when we work for a unity situation does not come by the book
or comfort, or a listening ear,
Marjorie Dobson, from Church
but by experience. Kindness and
which depends on excluding others.
or a meal, or time, or money,
Action on Poverty’s newsletter
sympathy do not come from some
May your Spirit give us her gifts of

Holy Week and Easter
Maundy Thursday. Maundy Money?
Every year the Queen
distributes silver coins at a
special service on Maundy
Thursday, part of a tradition
dating back many centuries,
where the Royal Family took
part in ceremonies washing
the feet of poor people and
giving gifts.

though the image on ordinary
circulating coinage has since
been changed four times.

Two Thousand Years

You can say we've built a mountain of our losses
Topped them with a cross and said:
“Well now they're dead”.
The Queen decided early on in Mm… two thousand years, time to forget.
her reign that Maundy Money Forgetfulness is easy, oh so easy
should not just be distributed But we've not learned loving yet.
to the people of London. So,
You can say that he was just an awkward incident
for many years she has visited
That happened on a tree, on Calvary.
various cathedrals or abbeys
Mm… two thousand years that's past and gone.
The Royal Maundy Service
to give gifts to people
And perhaps the cross is just a crutch
itself began in 1662, when
nominated by their local
For limping minds to lean their weakness on
Charles II gave out coins. The dioceses.
coins that the Queen gives out
You'll hear it said that God is dead.
each year bear the portrait of During the service, the Queen two thousand years ago they said it too.
Her Majesty designed for her distributes gifts to match the It's nothing new.
number of years she has lived:
coronation in 1953, even
Mm… two thousand years has this been true?
so this year we’d expect 96p
And today the only stone that rolls away
worth of Maundy money to
To let him live is inside you.
96 men and 96 women in
recognition of their
Malcolm Stewart
contribution to community
and to the church.
Two donkeys were walking the streets of
Last year, in 2021, the service Jerusalem. One said: “Just a few days ago I came
was cancelled because of
down that hill carrying Jesus, and the people
Covid. Instead, the Maundy
were all singing and shouting and throwing down
money was blessed at the
their cloaks and palms for me to walk on. But
Chapel Royal, St James's
today they don’t even recognise me.”
Palace, before being posted to
recipients alongside a letter
The other donkey replied: “That is how it is, my
from The Queen. Details this friend. Without Jesus, none of us amounts to
year are still to be confirmed. much.”

He too
When the blackest clouds enfold us
When the strongest winds may blow;
When our dearest friends have sold us
And we have nowhere to go,
In the depths of great despairing
Through the sharpest jabs of pain
There we find our Father, caring
Giving shelter from the rain.
For He too, one dreadful Friday
Saw His most beloved Son
On a cross, raised by a highway
Naked, bleeding, cruelly hung.
Yes, He too has felt the starkness
And He too has been betrayed
For He too has known the darkness
And the price which must be paid.
As you weep, reach out your fingers
Feel His gentle, loving hand,
Feel the care just He can bring us
For your life is known and planned.
He too knows the path before us
And He too has fought the fight
Only Jesus can assure us
On our journey to the light.
Nigel Beeton, Parish Pump

To see ourselves as others see us

MARTIN LEAH
FLOORCOVERING SPECIALISTS

A survey carried out in the United
States suggests that non-believers
think that Christians are
hypocritical and judgemental - in
stark contrast to Christians, who
describe themselves as
compassionate and loving.
Ipsos carried out a survey of 3,119
Americans aged over 18 for the
Episcopal Church in the United
States. Half of these described
themselves as non-religious and
considered American Christians to
be “self-righteous”, “hypocritical”
(55%), and “judgemental” (54%).
There was a “fundamental
disconnect” between the ways in
which Christians saw
themselves and how nonChristians viewed them. The
Christians surveyed
overwhelmingly associated
positive characteristics with
being a Christian, including
being compassionate,
giving, loving, and
respectful. But those from
other faiths and those of no
faith were more likely to say
that Christians were
judgemental, hypocritical,
self-righteous, and arrogant.

Christians were also more likely to
say that fellow Christians
represented the values and
teachings of Jesus. Few of those of
other faiths or no faith believed
that.
The Presiding Bishop of the
Episcopal Church, the Most Revd
Michael Curry, described the
findings as a “wake-up call” for the
Church. “We are encouraged that
the research shows Americans still
find Jesus compelling, but we also
see that the behavior of many of his
followers is a problem, and it’s not
just certain Christians: it’s all
Christians”.

12 THORN GROVE WAREHOUSE,
SALE, M33 3AA

TRUST THE
FLOORCOVERING
EXPERTS WITH
YOUR NEEDS
FOR A COMPLETE PROFESSIONAL
SERVICE TO BOTH DOMESTIC &
COMMERCIAL CUSTOMERS
● CARPETS
● NATURAL FLOORING
● LINOLEUM
● LAMINATES & WOOD
● VINYLS
● GUARDSMAN STAIN
PROTECTION

Opening hours 8am - 6pm Mon-Sat

PUTTING OFF MAKING A WILL?
Your family won’t thank you
for it. It takes less than an
hour to make a Will and
protect your loved ones.






Home visits at a time to suit you
Fixed Fees, no hidden extras
Friendly efficient service
Over 25 years experience
Lasting Powers of Attorneys

For a FREE no obligation information
pack contact Somerset Lodge Wills on
0161 976 4411 or contact us at

www.somersetlodgewills.co.uk

SEWING & PLANNING
SERVICE-FLOOR PREPARATION

TEL 0161-962-5065
FAX 0161-969-1171

This company complies with the IPW code of conduct

Mrs P. Goodson

Mrs Rebecca Atkin
State Registered Chiropodist
HPC Reg. MChS

Available for home visits

Tel: 07768-692949

GAM SPORT
Personal Training
Sessions held locally, and
Swimming Lessons
for all ages and abilities.
Contact GORDON on

07715002240
e-mail: ga.mills89@hotmail.co.uk

The view from the window
Four weeks further on
and the garden has
been transformed with
all its colours.

doors too) have some
taller relations, and one
Narcissus has three
flower heads on one
stem. Bushes provide
The white snowdrops
splendid colour
have been overtaken by
contrasts - yellow
the purples of some
Forsythia, and pink
grape hyacinths, plus
Pieris and Camelias.
their larger relatives, as
well as the delicate little However the sheer
flowers of the aubrietia splendour of God's
in the rocky areas. A
Creation in which we
second anemone has at live has been
last appeared in pale
highlighted for us
purple too! Tulips,
during the glorious
some in bright
spring weather as we
scarlet and some in
watch the effects of the
yellow, open their
spinning Earth in
petals to the glorious
relation to the sun. The
sunshine during the
rising sun creates the
day, and then close
impression that it is the
them up to keep
warmer at night.
Purple primulas are
doing well along
with some yellow ones,
which brings me to
daffodils - of three
sizes. The cheerful
little Tête-à-tête (which
have a wonderful
showing by the church

sun which is moving as
a shadow crosses a 3
foot wide path in the
garden, and it only
takes 20 minutes before
the shade. It certainly
doesn't feel fast at all.
Next month the azaleas
will be adding new
colours in this ever
changing scheme of
things. As a background
to it all the grass has
had its first cut and the
green stripes have
reappeared.
With Easter Greetings
to you all.
Bridget Beggs

GAS SAFE CARL

Interior / Exterior
Painter and Decorator

 Boilers  Repairs  Radiators
 Cookers  Hobs  Fires
 Plumbing  Bathrooms
 Kitchens
 Tiling

A.C. Rudd

Tel 0161 374 2395
Or 07999 577 493

For a FRIENDLY
Quality Service
Telephone:
0161-969-1806

Arthur Gresty Ltd.
FUNERAL HOMES
2b Marsland Road, Sale Moor
“An independent family owned funeral home, offering a personal service
by David Gresty, his family and caring staff”
Rolls Royce &
Mercedes Hearse
& Limousines

0161 962 1515

24 Hour
Personal Service

Chapels of Rest also in West Timperley and Northenden

Mothers Union
So it’s April and spring is
definitely springing. As I
write this it’s the end of
March and I’ve seen
flowers blooming,
blossom on the trees,
new baby lambs on the
television - a lovely sight
- and last week I almost
needed sunglasses to
watch my rugby team! In
this sad and challenging
world there are some
positives out there if you
look. I often find looking
for positives or things
that make me smile
make getting through
these tough times a little
easier. In fact in my
Lenten discipline (which
I’m really trying hard to
do, and not failing at
that much!) that’s what
my daily bible reading
today told me to do, well
that’s what I took out of
it anyway!!
On to our branch
happenings then. In
March we welcomed
Janice and members of
the Overseas Group to

come and talk to us
about the work of our
link mission partners and
Fairtrade. We were even
made to work, making
lengths of pasta/noodles
to a set length. One
team did have an
advantage though, they
had a ruler and their
rules weren’t changed
half way through; can
you guess which team I
was on! HaHa. It was fun
though and I think our
guess work was pretty
close to the actual
measurement! Thank
you Janice for a fun and
informative evening.
This month our meeting
falls in Holy Week so we
will be having a Holy
Week Meditation led by
Alison. It will be a lovely
chance to catch our
thoughts and prepare for
Easter and reflect on its

meaning. Our meetings
are open to everyone so
please come and join us
if you want to, we meet
in the church hall. Our
next meeting date is 11th
April at 8pm.
Please remember we
have a trip in the diary to
visit Mary Jones’ chapel
in Bala. Jackie has looked
into the cost of this trip;
we will let people know
the cost as soon as we
can. If you are
interested in joining us,
again this is open to
everyone, please let
myself or Jackie know,
thank you.
Sending Easter Blessings
to you all and wishing
you a basket full of
chocolate!!
Love
Carol and Jackie

While there is a risk of Covid 19, I just ask to deal with one person per
job and I attend with mouth cover and gloves, wearing my gas I.D.

Real Easter Egg
th

The Real Easter Egg celebrates its 12
year with an invitation to ‘Let’s
Celebrate’! For the first time since the
pandemic began, churches and
communities across the UK will be
coming together to celebrate Easter as
restrictions are relaxed. So, no wonder
that the theme for the Real Easter Egg
this year is ‘Let’s Celebrate’!

IAN CLARKE FUNERAL SERVICES
151 Northenden Road, Sale, Cheshire

Tel 0161 962 4141 (24 Hrs)
Provider of Dignity Funeral Plans

The Real Easter Egg was created in 2010 as a way for churches, groups
and individuals to share the Easter story while supporting Fairtrade.
12 years on, it has a network of thousands of churches and supports.
More than three million people have read the Easter Stories it
produces, and it has raised more than £320,000 for good causes. This
year, you can also reach out to UK families facing hardship by
donating to food banks through the Real Easter Egg’s new foodbank
scheme.
All Real Easter Eggs are made of Fairtrade chocolate and come with an
Easter story in the box. The stories range from simple
guides to 24-page activity book
versions with a prize
APCM
competition worth £200. They
Our Annual Meeting takes place
are palm oil free and plastic
on Sunday 24 April in church at
free.
12 noon following the morning
The Real Easter Egg is a proven
services. Details of nominations
way to share the Easter story in for various posts and annual
2022 and support producers.
reports will be available nearer
More details can be found at
the time.
www.realeasteregg.co.uk

John Hugall Ltd
143 Northenden Road, Sale

Tel: 973 1056 or 973 1118 Fax: 973
1056
Prescriptions
Aids for the Elderly and Disabled
(including Free Collection & Delivery Service)
Perfumes
Blood Pressure Monitoring Toilet Articles
Pregnancy Testing Baby Requisites
Incontinence Products
Surgical Hosiery & Trusses

We may ignore, but we cannot
evade, the presence of God. The
world is crowded with Him. CS Lewis
 
God can do wonders with a broken
heart if you give Him all the pieces.
Victor Alfsen

Living in Love and Faith
Last month I told you
how a group of us had
started the Church of
England’s Living in Love
and Faith course hosted
by St Mary’s Ashton-onMersey. We’ve now
completed the course
and taking stock of
where we’ve been and
where we’ve got to.
We’ve greatly enjoyed
discussion with people
with very different
views, but have we
changed how we see
the issues or what we
think the Church should
do next?
Probably the best
component of the
course material was the
short films of people,
single, couples, families,
talking about their faith
and their personal
positions - married,
single, celibate, in gay
marriage or civil
partnership,
transgender and so on –
and how they had been
treated in their local

Christian Aid Week 15 - 21 May
We are no longer conducting a house-to-house
collection but we will be inviting donations in
various ways. More next month. Meanwhile, Christian Aid is one of the
charities that make up the Disasters Emergency Committee and can
channel funds for the Ukraine appeal.

congregation. For some
who had never
(knowingly) met a
transgender person, or
heard gay Christian
couples in conversation
I hope this was a
revelation. All this
material is available on
line on the Living in Love
and Faith Learning Hub
(you’ll have to sign up).
Next steps were to fill in
a survey and to consider
what we could feed
back to our own
churches (hence this
article). It does seem
important that churches
should have where they
stand on these issues
out in the open. But
when church leaders
and the General Synod

return to the subject
later this year, it’s hard
to tell where it’s all
going. The conflicting
positions feel as far
apart as ever, being
based on very different
ways of understanding
and using the Bible: to
summarise (perhaps too
crudely) on one hand a
book of clear, set, fixed
rules and on the other
an unfolding picture of
God as love, leading us
into new futures guided
by the Spirit. But the
Church has coped with
change before without
tearing itself apart and it
may manage to do so
again.
Howard Mason

Lent Lunches

Traidcraft Catalogue

Thank you to all who attended or
donated to our two Lent Lunches
and to the Brownies and Overseas
Group who made and served our
lunch. We raised £332.26, to be
split equally between Christian
Aid Ukraine appeal and Water Aid.

Traidcraft’s spring catalogue is
now out. Ask our Traidcraft
team for a copy or view it online here and order through
the team at our stall on the
1st and 3rd Sundays of the
month.

“Have you a computer problem?
If so, I am local and here to help...”
Quite simply my aim is to provide an effective, quick, reliable
and friendly service without unnecessary jargon.
DO GIVE ME A CALL NOW OR AT ANY TIME IN THE FUTURE. I AM
HERE TO HELP YOU WITH ANY TECHNOLOGY PROBLEM,
HOWEVER BIG OR SMALL.

STOP PRESS!!! Microsoft have now removed support for all Windows 7 systems,
which could affect the security of your software. If you are using 7, do give me a call for
FREE & independent advice.

Mel’s Computer Care Ltd
49 Old Hall Road, Sale Moor, M33 2HT
0161 977 0107 - www.melscomputercare.co.uk

Love Your Enemies
Those of us who grew up in the
shadow of a world war, for whose
parents and grandparents two world
wars were the defining periods of
their lives, should have a range of
insights and understandings to bring
to the present critical situation. In
1918 Senator Hiram Johnson said that
the first casualty of war was truth,
“fake news” is not entirely new so we
need to consider what truths may be
lost in the present situation.

included, are now independent and
Russia has few friends.

suppose, blameworthy that with the
suppression of opposing views, many
Russians support their government in
what they’re told it’s doing and why.

well for Russia; they already suffer
economic hardship and the death of
loved ones serving in the military. In
Second, we need to avoid hatred for
the longer term, recognition of what
entire nations. We know from two
they have done is likely to evoke a
world wars of the treatment (official And finally, military personnel have
level of national guilt and shame that
and unofficial) of people in the UK of little say in what they do. Obedience is is hard to come to terms with and the
German or Italian origin or with a
a must. In the First World War allied
healing of their relationships with the
German or Italian name, or even just troops described themselves as “poor West will be slow.
with “something foreign” about them. bloody infantry” and “lions led by
Do we strip our libraries of the works donkeys”. They recognised that they 100 years ago….
of Tolstoy and Dostoevsky, pull
were pawns in the process, even if
By coincidence, exactly a hundred
Stravinsky from our concert
they generally supported the cause.
years ago, the Church Times criticised
First we need to make sure that we
programmes, take Chekhov off our
They got on with the business of
are not blind and deaf to the
stages? Some would.
massacring and being massacred even the UK government for its failure to
grievances and insecurities, real or
if they could sing carols, play football play a proper part in the relief of
All
nations
involved
in
conflict
have
famine in Russia in the Volga region.
imagined, of hostile powers. We are
and exchange cigarettes with the
their
dissenting
voices.
Many
are
not neutral onlookers but, even out of
enemy at Christmas. We are told that Who knows what small steps may
effectively
suppressed.
And
people
turn enemies into friends!
the EU, part of a power bloc that has
Russian troops in Ukraine are often
are
denied
the
information,
excluded
gained pre-eminence in Europe. After
conscripts, and badly led, badly
Howard Mason
the recent jingoism of making America from media access, that would lead
resourced and so on. Whatever the
them to question what their
great again and Brexiteers’ “putting
truth of this, we know that they are
Book Group
government is doing. Propaganda and under orders and receiving a view of
the ‘Great’ back in Great Britain we
suppression of stories are not a
Not everyone enjoyed Stranger Times,
should be all too aware of the
their purpose that encourages
monopoly
of
modern
Russia.
Russia
not a genre we usually tackle (whatever
temptations of looking back to past
obedience.
has
its
dissenters
and
protesters
too.
that genre was! Paranormal urban
greatness even if it was questionable
We
pray
for
the
war
in
Ukraine
to
be
fantasy?) but we got some fun out of it
in nature or largely illusory. In the
Third, we should keep in mind that
over,
for
justice
to
prevail
and
and liked the characters. Our book for
case of Russia, it can look back not so patriotism is generally considered a
our next meeting is The City of
international
relations
to
begin
to
be
far when it was the core of a huge
good thing. It can lead to “my country, healed. Whenever and however this
Vengeance by D.V. Bishop. We’ll gather
USSR, buffered by a number of
right or wrong”, but without that
on-line to discuss it on Monday 2 May
independent but allied states. Those distortion, it shapes our opinions and comes about, the consequences for
the people of Ukraine are horrendous, at 7.30pm – yes, it’s the bank holiday.
states now generally look West,
actions. We rally to our government’s their suffering great, and they will
Please contact Margaret Blowey at
several are members of the EU; other call, we act on its portrayal of a
rhbmeh@aol.com if you’d like to join
need a great deal of help to heal,
members of the USSR, Ukraine
situation. It is neither surprising nor, I rebuild and resettle. But it will not end in.

Resurrection Appearances

Parish Directory

Jesus’ Resurrection appearances in order….

St Anne’s,

Mary Magdalene
Other women at the tomb
Peter in Jerusalem
The two travellers on the road
10 disciples behind closed doors
11 disciples with Thomas
7 disciples while fishing
11 disciples on the mountain
A crowd of 500
Jesus’ brother – James
Those who saw the Ascension

Mark 16:9-11; John 20:10-18
Matthew 28:8-10
Luke 24:34; 1 Corinthians 15:5
Mark 16:12,13
Mark 16:14; Luke 24:36-43; John
20:19-25
John 20:26-31; 1 Corinthians 15:5
John 21:1-14
Matthew 28:16-20
1 Corinthians 15:6
1 Corinthians 15:7
Luke 24:44-49; Acts 1:3-8

Is it really that long?

Fine!

50 years ago, on 11th April
1972 the first episode of the
radio comedy panel game
show ‘I’m Sorry I Haven’t a
Clue’ was broadcast on BBC
Radio 4. It is still running.

A fine is a tax for doing wrong.
A tax is a fine for doing well.

30 years ago, on 23rd April
1992 the world’s largest
McDonald’s fast-food
restaurant opened in Beijing,
China.
20 years ago, on 1st April 2002
the Netherlands became the
first country to legalise
euthanasia.

The e-Spire is our replacement for
a hard-copy parish magazine. It is
to supplement what appears on
our website and in the weekly
pastoral letter and newssheets
from our clergy. If you don’t
receive these by email, please
send your email address to Alison:
alisoncox19@hotmail.com
For comments on e-Spire and to
contribute to a future issue, mail
the editors, Howard & Janice
Mason at howard.mason1@
btopenworld.com
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Brownies:
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